1. What is another term for “digging” used by the construction industry?
   A Shovel
   B Excavation
   C Breaking
   D Harvesting

2. What does purple spray paint identify?
   A Natural Gas
   B Communication Lines
   C Reclaimed Water
   D Sewage

3. What is a possible result of digging in an area that is marked with red spray paint?
   A Electrocution and loss of power
   B Flooding
   C Contamination
   D Leak, leading to a possible explosion, serious injury and death

4. What is a possible result of digging in an area that is marked with green spray paint?
   A Electrocution and loss of power
   B Flooding
   C Contamination
   D Leak, leading to a possible explosion, serious injury and death

5. What is a possible result of digging in an area that is marked with yellow spray paint?
   A Electrocution and loss of power
   B Flooding
   C Contamination
   D Leak, leading to a possible explosion, serious injury and death
6. Are flag markings as important as spray paint markings?
   A  Yes
   B  No

7. Is it important to interrupt a neighbor if they’re digging?
   A  No, it’s none of your business
   B  Yes, you could be helping them avoid a disaster

8. How much time should you wait before you begin digging once you contact 811?
   A  One hour
   B  One day
   C  Three days
   D  One week

9. Amber just deprived her entire neighborhood of cable TV and internet. Which colored spray paint did she choose to ignore?
   A  Blue
   B  Yellow
   C  Orange
   D  Red

10. Marcus just caused his entire neighborhood to evacuate! Which colored spray paint did he choose to ignore?
    A  Purple
    B  Green
    C  White
    D  Yellow